
Automation Platform
Purpose-Built for the Edge

CLOUD-GRADE AUTOMATION ¾� THE EDGE 
MANTLE is an automation platform that leverages modern cloud-native technologies to deploy infrastructure 
components and software services to the edge. Using an infrastructure-as-Code approach, MANTLE enables a 
consistent deployment model, simplifying operations at scale, and allowing users to gain control of their ƷưǒƷژ
ȏȲƷȵƌɋǠȏȄȽ. 

MANTLE provides a new kind of infrastructure deployment experience. It makƷȽژưƌɲژژȏȲƷȵƌɋǠȏȄȽژa rapid, repeatable 
process.  

It drastically reduces the resources needed to deploy, eliminates configuration inconsistencies on any H/W platform, 
and does so without compromising the system’s capabilities. MANTLE automatically provisions infrastructure 
components, deploys modern workloads, and verifies the integrity of the configuration before safely shutting down 
and preparing for deployment.  

Hours, days or even weeks are spent accomplishing tasks that are repeatable and ripe for automation. Leveraging the 
power of MANTLE, users can deliver more services, faster, and with less manual configuration. Our software suite helps 
make the Modern Deployable Edge a reality by significantly reducing deployment effort and ensuring the kit is built to 
spec on-time, every time. When time is of the essence, NTS MANTLE delivers.  

YOUR SERVICES WHEN AND WHERE YOU NEED THEM 
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KEY BENEFITS

INCREASES SPEED, 
AGILITY, AND OUTPUT

Speed creates agility, and 
through parallel processing of 
workloads and tasks, MANTLE 

allows you to deliver more 
services, faster, and with less 

manual configuration. 

IMPROVES PERSONNEL 
UTILIZATION

REDUCES/ELIMINATES 
HUMAN ERROR

Configuration errors can be 
costly. MANTLE eliminates 

configuration inconsistencies 
on any H/W platform and does 
so without compromising the 
system’s capabilities, creating 
a positive feedback loop that 
speeds up deployment and 

delivers value faster.  

Automating workflows using 
NTS MANTLE reduces your 
training burden and allows 

your high value resources to 
work on high value tasks, not 
slow, error-prone, repetitive 

processes.  

WATCH THE EXPLAINER VIDEO NOW
CAMPAIGNS .NEXTECHSOL .COM/MANTLE

ABOUT NEXTECH SOLUTIONS
NexTech Solutions is focused in systems and network engineering to support cloud, hybrid, and edge solutions. We 
devote our time to truly understanding the unique mission requirements of our Federal clientele by building 
mission-driven solutions that meet today and tomorrow’s demands. Offering a diverse and customizable set of 
classified and unclassified capabilities focused on mission support. 

CONTACT US TODAY TODAY TO LEARN MORE

sales@nextechsol.com 
904.458.7658
nextechsol.com 
linkedin.com/company/nextech-solutions-llc 

DELIVER MORE SERVICES, FASTER, WITH LESS MANUAL CONFIGURATION
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